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Introduction
Automatic text summarization is applied in Natural Language Processing and Information Retrieval to provide a quick overview of longer texts. More specifically, automatic keyphrase extraction methods are employed to allow human readers to quickly assess relevant concepts in the text. As was pointed out by Miller on average people can hold 7 (±2) items in their short-term memory [19] . This indicates that people who read keyphrase lists that exceed 5 to 9 keyphrases forget the first items of the list as they reach the end. Thus 5 keyphrases per document is an optimal number regarding human perception and it is worth optimizing keyphrase extraction methods towards this threshold. In this paper, we investigate a method-agnostic approach that enhances the important first part of a keyphrase list. That is, given a long (e.g. 20 keyphrases) ranked list of keyphrases extracted by some keyphrase extraction method, our tf-idf-based approach reorganizes that list such that more suitable keywords are at the top of the list. The tf-idf value has been shown to be an informative feature for keywords [9] . Thus, we apply tf-idf-based scoring on extracted keyphrases aposteriori, assuming that words with a high tf-idf value are more likely to be high quality keywords or part of high quality keyphrases (i.e. a short sequence of words) 4 . Concretely, the contributions of this paper are the following:
1. We propose a tf-idf-based scoring and re-ranking of keyphrases which is agnostic to the underlying keyphrase extraction method. 2. In experiments on four different corpora, we show that tf-idf-based scoring can enhance the precision and recall of well-known keyphrase extraction algorithms.
The source code and the data that were used to conduct the experiments are publicly available 5 . After reviewing related work we explain the details on keyphrase scoring. Then we report on the experimental setup (section 4) and results (section 5). Finally, we discuss and conclude our work in section 6.
Related Work
Due to the rapid growth of available information, the ability to automatically generate summarized short texts has become a valuable tool for many Natural Language Processing tasks. Summarization approaches aim to generate sentences, keyphrases or keywords that condense the information provided by a document. Summaries that are extracted directly from the document and abstractive summaries that are created based on the content of the document with words not necessarily appearing in the document, are two main concepts of these approaches [15] . This paper focuses on extractive summaries and in particular Rake [21] and TextRank [18] . TextRank similarly to Wan and Xiao [24] and Liu et. al [11] searches for POS tag combinations in the document to identify possible keyphrase candidates. Other systems use different NLP methods and heuristics such as the removal of stop words [14] , finding matching n-grams in Wikipedia articles [7] or extracting n-grams with specific syntactic patterns [26, 10, 16] . As these methods often produce too many and poor candidates for long documents, a second step is required to separate those candidates that are more likely keyphrases. Previous approaches [6, 22, 26] applied supervised binary classification techniques to select the keyphrases from the candidates. Binary classification, however, yields the problem that a candidate is simply deemed as either worthy or not worthy and their relative importance is not compared to the other candidates. As a result, other approaches adapted a ranking based system such as the unsupervised graph-based approach implemented by TextRank, Col-labRank [23] and TopicRank [2] . Here, each candidate is represented as a node in a graph and its importance is recursively computed based on the number of connections the node has and how important the connected candidates are. Among these systems TextRank has established itself as the most popular graph-based ranking system and was also adapted in topic-based clustering concepts such as TopicalPageRank [13] and CommunityCluster [7] . Both systems apply TextRank multiple times (once for each topic in the document) and add to the importance of the topic to the computation. More recently, topic-based keyphrase extraction was done using topic modeling to find clusters of co-occurring words, which were used to construct candidate keyphrases [5] . Those candidates were then ranked according to several different properties, with the best-performing one being purity which prefers keyphrases consisting of words that are frequent in a given topic and rare in other topics. Sequence-to-sequence models based on recurrent neural networks have shown to perform very well not just on the task of keyphrase extraction but also on the more challenging task of keyphrase prediction, which includes finding keyphrases that do not appear in the text [17] . Similar results were achieved using convolutional neural networks [27] , but due to the concurrent nature of convolutional neural networks the training time could be reduced by a factor of 5-6.
For our experiments we focus on fast, unsupervised methods with solid implementations as they are not constrained to extract only those keyphrases they saw during training. Since these algorithms do not rely on training data, they also have a larger domain of application. We also include the tf-idf baseline as still it is still a comparative baseline, despite its simplicity. Textrank remains a very important method and is still used by the community [12, 8, 17] . Rake was chosen as is it was able to outperform Textrank while scaling much better on longer documents (see figure 1.7 in [21] ).
Approach
In this section, we explain how we assign scores to keyphrases irrespective of the algorithm that extracted it. An overview of the approach is shown in figure 1.
Keyphrase Scoring
We follow the idea described in section 1 to create ranked keyphrase lists per document. The keyphrases in those lists can come from one or more keyphrase extracting algorithms. The lists are supposed to have the property that, on average, the highest ranked keyphrases are the "best" keyphrases, followed by the second highest ranked keyphrase, etc. Moreover, we act on the assumption that the gold standard keyphrases are "good", which allows us to formulate our expectations towards the ranked lists more formally: For any given document, the probability of a higher ranked keyphrase of being in the set of gold standard keyphrases is higher than the probability of a keyphrase with a lower rank: where P (kp ∈ GS) is the probability of keyphrase kp being in the set of gold standard keyphrases GS and rank(kp) is the rank of the keyphrase. Since tfidf offers only scores for single words rather than phrases we need a mechanism by which the score of a phrase can be computed in order to rank a set of keyphrases. We use a simple weighting approach:
where | t | is the number of tokens in the keyphrase and ts i is the token score (i.e. the tf-idf value of the token) of the token at position i. The parameter α determines how long phrases are penalized. In our experiments, we set α = 1 10 meaning that keyphrases with 10 tokens are always assigned a keyphrase score of 0.0 and keyphrases with more than 10 tokens get a negative score. This property might seem undesirable, but is reasonable as most gold standard keyphrases in the corpora used have less than 6 words (see table 1 ). Therefore it is reasonable to penalize long extracted keyphrases in this scenario. Different keyphrase extraction algorithms can be used to extract keyphrases for a corpus. The quality of those extractions can be evaluated using gold standard keyphrases GS obtaining precision, recall and F1. For keyphrase scoring the score values (in our case tf-idf) are calculated on the corpus and used to rank or rerank the output of the keyphrase extraction step. The reranked lists are then evaluated in a similar fashion against the gold standard GS.
Keyphrase Extraction Ensembles
The introduced keyphrase scoring provides a unified, comparable score for all phrases, independent of the respective extraction algorithm. Thus, this score can be used to combine the output from different keyphrases extraction methods (as depicted in figure 2 ), similarly to the idea of bagging in machine learning [3] . Therefore we also measure the performance of multiple keyphrase extraction methods combined to see whether the overall performance can be enhanced in comparison to the individual methods. The keyphrase extraction ensemble works as follows: Given a document, k different keyphrase extraction methods can be applied, resulting in k result lists. Each of the keyphrases in the list might or might not have an algorithm-specific score, depending on the extraction method used. We remove duplicates from those lists, score each of the keyphrases as described in the previous section and create a unified result list containing keyphrases ordered by descending score.
Experimental Setup
In this section, we describe the data sets and the base keyphrase algorithms as well as the evaluation methodology for the experiments.
Data Sets
To evaluate our approach we used four corpora containing abstracts of scientific publications. Although the datasets are homogeneous as they all contain abstracts of scientific publications, the corresponding keyphrases exhibit vastly different characteristics. They not only differ in the average number of keyphrases per document but also in the average number of words per keyphrase (see table  1 ). SemEval for example contains keyphrases that are as long as a whole sentence (e.g. controllable size reduction with high resolution towards the observation of size-and quantum effects), also there are unsuitable keywords (e.g. defense simulation platform is discussed in) which makes this corpus very challenging. The Scopus corpus is challenging for another reason. There are documents whose keyphrases mostly or only consist of abbreviations (e.g. ARPA, CSPs, ERP, IaaS, NIST, PaaS, SaaS ) that are not mentioned in the text, leading to zero scores on all performance metrics for that document. KP20k stands out as it contains much more abstracts than the other corpora of which we only used 100,000 randomly sampled documents due to computational constraints. 
Keyphrase Extraction Algorithms
In this section we briefly describe the three keyphrase extraction algorithms that are used for our experiments.
The tf-idf keyphrase extraction is based on POS tags, following Wen and Xiao [25] . We determined the 12 most common POS tags in gold standard keyphrases among all corpora using the NLTK POS tagger 7 . In order to generate candidate keyphrases we determine the POS tag of each word in a given text and extract word sequences where all POS tags are "good". A sequence like [bad, good, bad, good, good, bad] generates two keyphrase candidates. One of length 1 corresponding to the word at position two and one of length 2 corresponding to the words at positions three and four. Finally, the candidates are ranked by the mean of their tf-idf values of the individual words.
Rake is based on the observation that keyphrases rarely contain stop words and punctuation. Therefore all sequences in a text not containing stop words or punctuation are identified and treated as candidate keyphrases. Then a matrix is constructed where the co-occurrence of words within a keyphras is counted. Finally each keyphrase is scored based on the co-occurrence scores of its individual words. The phrases with the highest scores are the keyphrases of the document. We used the stopword list introduced in [20] and the implementation provided by NLTK 8 Textrank builds a graph of lexical units (e.g. words). Only words passing a syntactic filter (e.g. nouns and adjectives only) are added to the graph. These words are connected based on co-occurrence in a sliding window. Once the graph is built PageRank [4] is used to determine the importance of each node in the graph. In a post-processing step sequences of adjacent keywords are merged into keyphrases and their scores are added for the final ranking. We used the stopword list introduced in [20] and the jgtextrank 9 . 
Evaluation Method
In user-facing applications the quality of the complete keyphrase list is more important than the quality of the individual keyphrases. Therefore, we evaluate the quality of keyphrase lists, similar to evaluations in previous work [9] . To simplify further discussion, we introduce the term n-sublist, which is a list of the first n elements of a larger list. For example the 2-sublist of the list (1, 2, 3) is (1, 2) . We expected that the 1-sublists exhibit the highest precision scores at a low recall score (because in scenarios where multiple gold standard keyphrases are given, single keyphrases cannot reach high recall scores). When assessing longer keyphrase sublists (e.g. the 2-sublists, 3-sublists etc.) the precision is expected to decline, due to the lower precision of lower ranked keyphrases, while the recall increases, as more extracted keyphrases match the gold standard keyphrases. For each document and each algorithm, we then compute precision, recall and F1 for each n-sublist (n ∈ [1, 20] in the experiments). Measures are macro-averaged, that means, we calculate the measure for each document and then average over the total number of documents.
Results
In this section, we provide results on the influence of the keyphrase scoring and show the effect of combining the scored output of different extraction algorithms. Table 2 shows keyphrases extracted from an example document. We can see that Rake initially does not find a ground-truth keyphrase, but after scoring there are three matches. Similarly, Textrank initially finds two ground-truth keyphrases but after scoring it finds all four ground-truth keyphrases. Figure 3 compares precision (π), recall (ρ) and F 1 for the scored and unscored versions of Rake and TextRank on the Inspec corpus and on the SemEval2017 corpus. The tf-idf-based scoring increases the precision of Rake significantly for up to five keywords. The precision of Textrank is also enhanced but the effect is significantly smaller.
For instance, for only one keyphrase on the Inspec corpus, Rake is below the baseline (baseline 0.24 π, Rake 0.14 π) but the scored version of Rake is considerably better than the baseline (Rake s 0.35 π). The already better-than-baseline performance (0.36 π) of Textrank is enhanced (0.43 π). At 5 keyphrases the situation is similar. But here the performance of Rake is above the baseline and the performance gain due to the scoring is smaller (Rake +0.04 π, Textrank +0.02 π). Figure 4 shows the ranked F1-scores on the Inspec and SemEval2017. There we can see that our method increases the performance mostly on documents with mediocre to low scores. The performance on documents where to score is already good is not affected as much.
In general we can say that as the number of keyphrases increases the positive effect of the reranking diminishes due to the fact that scoring the list of keywords has no influence anymore if the whole list is used. This behaviour is also observable for the other corpora. Figures are omitted here due to space constraints, but the snapshots of performance curves at 1, 5, 10 and 20 keyphrases are provided in table 3. In this table, it can also be seen, that Textrank always outperforms Rake. Table 3 also shows the performance of the ensemble method. Performance of the ensemble is consistently better than Rake s but worse than T extrank s . This means the ensemble method is not able to incorporate the additional keyphrases provided by Rake to enhance the performance of Textrank. Figure 5 depicts the performance of the ensemble versus the best performing algorithm T extrank s on the Inspec corpus. 
Discussion
The results show that the reranking approach has a significant effect on the precision of Textrank and Rake in the range of 1 to 5 keyphrases. In general, the effect size is strongest when only a single keyphrase is extracted and declines as the number of extracted keyphrases increases. Similarly, recall benefits from the reranking but the absolut effect size is much smaller. The experiments also show that the ensemble is not able to retain the performance of the strongest individual algorithm. Instead it consistently performs better than the weaker algorithm (Rake) and worse than the stronger algorithm (Textrank). Also it must be noted that from these results one cannot conclude that in general keyphrases with a higher tf-idf value are better keyphrases than keyphrases with lower tf-idf values. Instead, one can only state that the probability of being a gold standard keyphrase is proportional to tf-idf value. Moreover, the way keyphrase-function may differ depends on the scenario. We chose a simple linear method (as shown in equation 2) which favors keyphrases with 2-5 tokens. Preferences for longer or shorter keyphrases can be steered with the parameter α in equation 2, which was set to α = 1 10 in our experiments. However, its influence on the quality of the result list would need to be investigated with a parameter study in the future. 
Summary
We presented a framework that allows to rank a list or a set of keyphrases based on the tf-idf values of their individual tokens. Moreover, the framework is agnostic to the method applied to extract the keyphrases. In fact, it is also able to deal with keyphrases extracted by multiple methods, regardless whether these methods rank the keyphrases they extract or not. This property provides a normalized, common score for all keyphrases and thus allows to combine results from different algorithms. For two keyphrase extraction algorithms, we showed that the keyphrases with high tf-idf values are more likely to be gold standard keyphrases. Thus, they are -on average -more informative keyphrases for end users. The results could be reproduced on four different corpora. We also showed a method to merge multiple keyphrase extraction algorithms into a single one, although it failed to achieve the top performance of the best individual method. Future work includes finding and investigating other keyphrase scoring functions and more extensive experiments with more keyphrase extraction algorithms to aggregate.
